Maroon to Be Given Test of Power at Lacey

Old-T ime Rivalry Between Puget Sound and Willamette Promises Hard Fight

Loggers Out to Avenge Two-Team Loss to Saints in Last Year's Game

By Fred LePeau

Two hardy football teams all promised for action when the football season here opened at the Colosseum.

These men, with the Christians, have a hard fight with the locals, but whether they have the spirit to back up their fight is to be found out Saturday.

For a couple of years now, these two teams have met in the same territory. The Loggers have, in fact, about 35 men that have played against the Saints. The Loggers have played with a fighting spirit in each of the games. The Saints, however, have played with a great deal of fighting spirit in each of the games.

The Loggers have been working hard at top speed through the week and have performed a day's work in order to get their team in top form. The Saints, on the other hand, have been working hard at top speed through the week and have performed a day's work in order to get their team in top form.
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DAIHOS GETS KAPPA CHAPTER
One of 186 Groups Located at Puget Sound
Kappa Delta, the honorary scholastic society for women, was named by the late General John Newton D. Miles, when, as a boy of 13 in New York, he dreamed of becoming a sea captain. The group was granted charters by the national organization in the fall of 1922.

FRESHERS AND TRADITIONS
Fresher coming to College of Puget Sound are often confused between the two traditions. They are not the same thing which is to be expected, since both are part of a program to make sure that they will be forgetting their ancient enemies, the sophomores.

In explaining this, it is well to remember that there are two kinds of traditions. One of these rules only to the lesser dilettante and, indeed, is often the same as the same as the same.

The freshmen, however, are justified in a certain sense of the word. Traditions are no more than the last word in a system of rules and regulations, and, as such, they are the guides to the body and soul.

Among this second group of traditions is that of the green cap. It is not a habit of seafaring, as many freshmen might believe. The caps are marks of honor, since they designate the worthy men of the class. These men are designated as of honor, since not all freshmen are capable of that. All of this will be found listed in the handbook and should be certainly studied and remembered.

DAIRY HERST will HEAD SPURS for COMING SEASON
Morgan Allenéen Bensh is president of the class of 1933, as officers in the organization, to take care of class interests.

Buckley-King Company
Located at Tacoma Avenue at 2nd and 3rd, the Buckley-King Company, is the right place for all your optical needs. The company carries a full line of jewelry and watches, and stocks a complete line of American and English books. The company also carries a complete line of books for the student body.

PARK BOTTLE "VINTAGE"
Wine Bottles, Glasses, and Barware
Located at 213 Pacific Avenue, the Park Bottle "Vintage" is the right place for all your wine needs. The company carries a full line of wine bottles, glasses, and barware, and stocks a complete line of American and English books. The company also carries a complete line of books for the student body.
RESERVE MEN WORK HARD TO TAKE CONTEST

Coach Stewart's Babies Will Meet Centralia

College

Water front Stewart's interest in the Puget Sound Reserve baseball team has blossomed into something that appears to provide the first organized sport opportunity for the Centralia Central Reserve College and it is expected that only around 15 men will be interested in trying out for tryouts in the next few days.

The interest will be high and the chance for the Coach after the initial tryout will be complete.

As presently, all the efforts are being used to get a number working for the Puget Sound Reserve College and the result will give a good idea of what the team will be for the present.

The team will be organized after the tryout sessions have been completed.

Y. M. SEMINAR INSTRUCTS College Men on Study Conditions in Local Industries

The Y. M. Seminar has been conducting a seminar for a short time on December 29, January 6, February 3, March 3, and April 7. The seminar consists of meetings at which information on study conditions in local industries is given.

All men who are interested in attending are encouraged to do so. The seminar continues every Thursday at the Seattle YMCA from 8:00 to 10:00 P.M.

WATCH HIM!

The Seattle U.S. Olympic Committee will hold a meeting at 8:00 P.M. tonight in the University of Washington's Fine Arts Building to discuss the selection of candidates for the Olympic team. All members of the Olympic Committee are expected to attend.

SUN DRUG CO. 61st at Anderson M. 698

Study conditions in local industries.

John S. Buckman

Cabinet Pups and Pens

STUDENTS

We have a complete stock of Sweaters, Rough Nails, Full-Dresses or God Style. Priced from $2.50 to $5.00. All from the Variety Shippers, heavy duty full line. $3.50.

Fred Jensen

Men's and Boy's Shop

2513 8th Ave.

Phone Main 606
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VOLLEYBALL IS LAST SPORT STARTED

Initial Turnout For Team is Scheduled for Monday Night

Interest and curiosity in the sport was evident at Puget Sound Reserve College on Monday night when the first tryouts for the new volleyball team were held.

According to the information given out by Coach, the team will consist of around 15 men and will begin its formal training as soon as possible.

MOVIES SHOW MISTAKES IN LOGGERS PLAYS

Alone in the Dark

Guest Speaker in the Dark

Guest Speaker in the Dark

TAKING PHOTOS

Pictures will be taken by the Loggers' Sport Page, Wednesday night.
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A Reform

Put one hundred men on an island where fish is a single article of food. Here and there were strange animals, and every fifth man could eat the fish. The other five could only watch. The group was gathered together under the guidance of a leader, and the leadership was secure. After a few days, one man was taken away. What would happen, then? Would the group continue to exist? Would the rest of the men be able to survive without the leader? Would they be able to find a new leader? Would they be able to find a way to divide the fish among themselves? Would they be able to find a way to make the group stronger? Would they be able to find a way to develop new resources? Would they be able to find a way to improve their living conditions? Would they be able to find a way to develop new skills and abilities? Would they be able to find a way to develop new relationships and connections? Would they be able to find a way to develop new ideas and concepts? Would they be able to find a way to develop new cultures and traditions? Would they be able to find a way to develop new religions and beliefs? Would they be able to find a way to develop new laws and customs? Would they be able to find a way to develop new systems and organizations? Would they be able to find a way to develop new technologies and inventions? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of art and literature? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of music and dance? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of sport and recreation? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of science and research? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of education and training? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of medicine and health care? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of government and politics? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of economics and finance? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of religion and spirituality? Would they be able to find a way to develop new forms of social and cultural norms and values?